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Trad,e.rnarks.-floo<l,s the Importation of which is prohibited. 

Customs Department, Wellington, 10th May, 1935. 

I T is hereby notifiE:_d for public information that under the Patents, •Designs, 8.nd Trade-marks .Act, 1908, goods of 
the nature set forth hereunder to which the trade-marks described below or any marks so nearly resembling the 

same as to be calculated to deceive have been falsely applied in infringement of the registered trade-marks of The 
Columbia Graphophone (Australia), Limited, of Homebush, New South Wales, are prohibited from importation into New 
Zealand. 

Natnro of Goods. 
Talking-machines, records, and accessories therefor 

Talking-machines of all kinds, and accessories of and fittings for sue~ machines, including 
records 

Electric talking and sound-reproducing machines and apparatus, combination radio and 
talking-machine apparatus, wireless receiving apparatus and devices and apparatus 
connected t,herewith; power amplifiers, machines and devices for transmitting waves 
and.reproducing sound, and apparatus for obliterating sound-wave!:! from the mediums 
on or .by which they are recorded 

Talking-machines, sound-recording and sound-reproducing instruments or devices, 
shaving-machines, and machines or instruments or devices for obliterating recorded 
sound-waves from the mediums on or by which they are recorded, and aU accessories 
and supplies for the foregoing, including records or other contrivances by means of 
which sounds may be reproduced 

Electric talking and sound-reproducing machines and apparatus, combination radio and 
talking-machine apparatus; wireless receiving apparatus and devices and apparatus 
connected therewith, power amplifiers, and machines and devices for transmitting 
waves and reproducing sound 

'l'alking-machines, sound-recording and sound-reproducing instruments or devices, sound
records, cylinders, discs, ribbons, bands, or other mediums on or by which sound-waves 
are or may be recorded, stored up, or reproduced; machines or instruments or devices 
for .obliterating recorded sound-waves from the medium on or by which they are 
recorded, and all parts, accessories, and supplies therefor 

Electric talking and sound-reproducing machines and apparatus, corilbination radio and 
talking-machine apparatus, wireless receiving apparatus and devices and apparatus 
connected therewith ; power amplifiers, and machines and devices for transmitting 
waves and reproducing sound 

Talking-machines, sound-recording and sound-reproducing instruments or apparatus; 
apparatus being accessories to such goods for obliterating recorded sound-waves from 
the mediums on or by which they are recorded ; cylinders, discs, or other records by 
means of which sounds may be reproduced;. and for accessories for talking-machines, 
sound-recording and sound-reproducing instruments or apparatus 

Electric talking and sound-reproducing machines and apparatus, combination radio and 
talking-machine apparatus; wireless receiving apparatus and devices and apparatus 
connected therewith, power amplifiers, and machines and devices for transmitting 
waves and reproducing sound 

Talking-machines, sound-recording and sound-reproducing instruments or devices, sound
rccords, cylinders, discs, ribbons, bands, or similar mediums on or by which sound
waves are or may be recorded, stored up and reproduced; machines or instruments 
or devices for obliterating recorded sound-waves from the mediums on or by which 
they are recorded ; and parts of and accessories for the said goods 

Electric talking and sound-reproducing machines and apparatus, combination radio and 
talking-machine apparatus, wire1ess receiving•apparatus and devices and apparatus 
connected therewith, power amplifiers, and machines and devices for transmitting 
,Vaves and reproducing sound 

Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes; 
instruments and apparatus for teaching 

Apparatus for recording and reproducing sounds; talking-machine.!!, parts and accessories 
· of such machines and apparatus; cylinders, discs, tone•arms, ribbons, bands, and other 

devices for recording and reproducing sounds ; machines, instruments, or devices for 
obliterating recorded sounds from the mediums on or by which they are recorded ; 
wireless transmitting and receiving apparatus and parts thereof 

Apparatus for recording and reproducing sounds, talking-machines, parts and accessories 
of such machines and apparatus; cylinders, discs, tone-arms, ribbons, bands, and 
other devices for recording and reproducing sounds ; machines, instruments, or devices 
for obliterating recorded sounds.from the mediums on or by which they are recorded, 
\vireless transmitting and receiving apparatus and parts thereof 

Needles for talking-machines . . . . . . . . 

Needles for talking-machines 

Needles for talking-machines 

Needles for talking-maChines 

If any ,such goods are imported .they will be liable to detention and to be 

DescI'lption of Trade-mark .. 
No. 9816, comprising the word 

"Graphophone." 
No. 8047, comprising the word 

"Grafonola." 
No. 29059, comprising the word 

" Grafonola," 

No. 11494, Twin notes, a device 
with words'' Columbia Records.'' 

No. 29062, Twin notes, a device 
with words'' Columbia Records.'' 

No. 11833, comprising the word 
"Regal." 

No. 29063, comprising the· word 
"Regal." 

No. 12652, comprising the words 
"Magic Notes." 

No. 29060, compnsmg the words 
"Magic Notes." 

No. B20269, comprising the word 
" Columbia." 

No. B29061, compnsmg the word 
" Columbia." 

'No. 21613, comprising the word 
" Duragold." 

No. 28375, comprising the word 
'' Electrographophone.'' 

No. 28376, compnsmg the word 
'' Radiographophone.'' 

No. B17568. A box device with 
words " Columbia. De Luxe 
Needles." 

No. Bl7569. A box device with 
words " Ideal. Columbia soft 
tone needles." 

No. Bl 7570. A box device with 
words "Brilliant. Col um bi& 
medium tone needles." 

No. Bl 7623. A box device with 
words " Superbe. Columbia loud 
tone needles." 

dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of . the above-mentioned Act. 

A trade-mark is deemed, for .the purpose of the aforesaid Act, to be falsely applied to goods if it is applied 
without the ·assent of the proprietor of such trade-mark. 

(The notification published in the New Zealand Gazette of 16th February, 1928, concerning certain goods the 
imJ?ortation of which is prohibited under the Patents, Designs, and Trade-m11rks Act, 1908, is hereby cancelled.) 

E. D. GOOD,· Comptroller of Customs. 


